WHITTLEY CLUB NSW Inc
CRUISE REPORTS
Yamba - October 2015.
(“Sparksea” and “The Palace”)

This venue was gazetted for the October long weekend. As the Clarence is such a picturesque
waterway, described by many locals as “God’s Country”, it was suggested that a longer stay be
considered to enhance the experience. Fortunately a number of members were able to spend a bit
longer on this great waterway.
This is their story…….
“To the Max” and “The Palace” left
Sydney on Saturday 26th and pushed
through to arrive at Yamba before
nightfall. As the Marina had closed for
the Whittley holiday, safe parking was
found for their rigs on an old indigenous
camping ground in close proximity to
former Yamba Yacht Club Commodore
Haines’ residence.

“I’ll just back it up by the tree Max.”
After a night of frivolity at the local Tavern, we were ready for adventure next morning!
Off to launch at Yamba Marina. The old Whittley saying “2 out of 3 ain’t bad” reared its head again
as “The Palace” and “To the Max” headed around to the safe harbour at Crystal Waters while
“Sparksea” sadly limped back on terra firma with no action from the starting key! Things didn’t really
be appearing to improve as “Palace” appeared to be badly listing and “Max” was struggling with
everything from failing batteries to a leaky faucet! All the woes were soon forgotten as we all
enjoyed the fine hospitality extended by Greg and Jo Haines in the magnificent surroundings of their
home on the river.
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I’m not sure I get can get down now?

Crystal Waters

After a flurry of repair activity on
Monday morning, we gladly set off on
our adventure with Greg and Jo taking
the lead in their superbly equipped
Bayliner. With the legendary reputation
of the Whittleys’ by now out the
window, Greg thought it wise for a short
run to confirm the Sydneysiders
seaworthiness. Lunch was served at the
salubrious Harwood Hilton
Harwood Wharf

Then on to the night’s safe berth at Maclean.
Lovely night on the pontoon was topped off by
the arrival of rampaging Rod Brown accompanied
by his faithful sidekick Dave. The Clarence was a
stopover for their Whitsundays odyssey – which is
a story in itself

“Arthritis from pouring Maxine’s wine” asked
Greg
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Now this is life!

Everyone knows I’m 2nd hand rose!
‘Ten Dollar Tuesday’ kicked off with the mariners buying their fine outfits for one stick golf at Greg
Norman’s Championship Course at Lawrence.
Safely attached to the pontoon, we headed off in safari style with our bwana guides Terry and Kathy
Chivers. Golf is a game requiring skill, patience and guile – sadly our performances exhibited few of
those traits. As most hacked their way up the fairway with their chosen one club, your intrepid
President zig-zagged his way from side to side recording an impressive 13.5 km’s for his journey – at
this point it is probably poignant to mention that we only lasted two holes before the call went out
to “head for the 19th!”.
“It’s only 2 metres from the tee, can’t I start
again?”

Lunch was a fine selection of pies and pastries
from Grafton’s premier patisserie and many
stories were shared about our prowess over a
cold beer or glass of SSB.
Many thanks to Terry and Kathy for organising
the day. So impressed were this happy couple
that they immediately rushed out and bought a
Cruisemaster!
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Nightfall saw us nestled into the banks at Brushgrove with a most enjoyable dinner at the local hotel

Is this impressive or not?

First time I’ve ever seen Rod obey a sign!

Wednesday saw us on the move again with a delightful run down the tricky South West Arm. Our
progress was steady under the expert guidance of Mojo Haines with a stop for coffee at Ferry Park
Maclean.
After this pitstop it was back to Yamba marina for the night. Here our numbers swelled with the
arrival of Bob and Lea, Roger and Athena, and finally Colin and Allison who spent a couple of hours
touring the sights of Yamba before the launch.

Ferry Park, Maclean.

Yamba marina - Love it!!!

Celebrity couple Ken and Janet dropped in for a coffee as they were on a motorcycle adventure. I
noticed a little sadness in the eye that “Spunkbubble” was not also sitting at the marina ...... oh well!
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Thursday was welcomed by the disturbing news
that Roger has contracted a severe case of Clarence
River toe which would take careful management
with various forms of alcohol of the ensuing days.

Ouch ......... no bleeding on the transom now!!!

Also it was time to farewell the skipper and his first
mate aboard “Chattaway 2” on the pilgrimage to the beautiful waters of the Whitsundays. Our
sombre mood was soon lifted with the arrival of crowd favourites Phil and Silva and soon our now
much larger armada headed across to the tranquil waters of Moriarty’s Beach, a known haunt of
international celebrities.
Bob, Carol, Ted & Alice

Nightfall saw us at the new Iluka wharf where we
gave it a big tick of approval for the number of
boats we had tied up. After a usual Whittley
party dockside we all headed up to Sedgers Reef
Pub for a top meal and the odd glass of wine or
two. Maxine cleaned up on the raffle.

Sedgers Reef Hotel -Iluka
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I’m definitely coming back!
sausages?

Always a Cleanskin in every crowd

Anyone know the tale of the loaves and

Ain’t life grand!

And we partied on into the late evening until we were asked to leave after Bob was accused of tilting
the chocolate machine
Nobody saw that did they?
After a pleasant Friday morning around Iluka for
breakfast, coffee, and stocking up at the seafood co-op,
the argosy once again headed up the mighty Clarence
towards Grafton, making their way to Maclean. A local
hermit boatie was of great assistance to the visitors as
they tied and rafted up to the wharf. “Sparksea” held
back to grab Ian and Judy who were the last arrivals for
the weekend and spent the night once more at Iluka.
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Rear anchor Skip?
Saturday had the remaining 2 catch up with
the main group at Maclean carrying the
special Chivers Clarence Cake, lovingly
prepared to celebrate Narelle’s 60th
birthday in the park

Birthday in the park
What a terrific bunch of proud Whittley owners and associated Yamba buddies we had assembled












The Palace with Narelle and Garry
Highly Strung with Phil and Silva
Athena with Athena and Roger
To the Max with Maxine and Ray
Much Ado with Ian and Judy
Knot so Li’l with Lea and Bob
Synergy with Colin and Allison
Chattaway 2 with Rod and Dave
Sparksea with Jenny and Phil
Mojo with Jo and Greg
Sweet Dreams with Kathy and Terry
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After a bit of a run further up the Clarence, it was the sad time for a few of us to turn 180 and point
our noses back to Yamba. A great night was had at Yamba Shores Tavern before the first of the
intrepid mariners headed back to Sydney on Sunday (“Sparksea”).

I just love this place!!!!!

It’s always a pleasure to wake up
to water like this - “Knot so L’il”
and “The Palace” at Ulgundahi
Island near Harwood

Then there were 6!
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“Sparksea” and “Knot So L’il” headed for the fresh salty air of Yamba and then home whilst an
intrepid few headed much further upstream to lunch at Ulmara. The Ulmara Hotel has a wonderful
rear garden overlooking the Clarence, but with the sun glowing we chose a shady spot for a very lazy
lunch. After lunch we picked up the pace and headed back to Brushgrove for a quiet evening.
Early morning at
Brushgrove

Sunday morning was all
about the Annual
Clarence River Bridge
to Bridge Ski race,
which is a 108 km race
from Grafton Bridge to
Harwood Bridge and
return. The Clarence was closed, initially by fog but then by the authorities. We sat on the pontoon
at Brushgrove and watched some low flying boats, each with 2 skiers, with motors screaming for air,
then some chaps from Maritime took time out to review all our safety gear and offer some kind
words. All was good and when the race had all but finished we headed downstream along the South
Arm for a very smooth run to the Ferry Park at MacLean. This has a lovely little restaurant with very
relaxing water views.
The flotilla headed back to Iluka for a swim at Moriaty’s Beach, some fishing and general ‘r n r’. The
pontoon at Iluka made for another comfortable evening.

Then there were 3!
Monday morning involved a walk around Iluka shops for few as others prepared to head back to
Yamba and pullout.
“The Palace”, “Highly Strung” and “Synergy” wanted another night out on the water so we headed
for a cosy spot at the northern entrance to Serpentine Channel adjacent to Chatsworth Island. The
water was calm and the fish were biting, well the tiddlers were so all was not lost .
The morning saw us all heading back to Yamba for a final night on the marina. Late afternoon drinks
were had at the Pacific Hotel which has wonderful views over the ocean and enabled some whale
spotting. We then retired to the Yamba Shores Tavern for our last supper. What a wonderful place to
spend our last evening on the Clarence.
Many thanks to Phil and Jenny for planning and running a wonderful time on the mighty Clarence
River that generated lots of laughs and some fabulous memories. (“The Palace”)
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A quick couple of personal notes.- (from the President)


Many thanks from Jenny and I to the marina for looking after our beloved Sparksea for the
preceding week we were on a cruise out of Brisbane. The staff at the Yamba Marina could
not have been more helpful and, with uncertain weather predicted for the next 4-5 days,
put our Whittley under cover for the time were away.
 The level of enjoyment experienced by all those fortunate enough to make the trip could
not have been the same without the generous time and assistance offered by our hosts at
Yamba
 Greg and Jo Haines who offered us parking, their hospitality and a most informative safe
passage on this glorious waterway. I know they are now definitely sure they are safer up
there with us down here!
 Terry and Kathy Chivers (now proud Whittley owners) who organised the fabulous day of
golf at Lawrence that produced so many sore stomach muscles from laughing ourselves
hoarse.

A typical sunset at Iluka to
end a wonderful holiday

